
To get text in your document, simply type. To start a new para-
graph, leave a blank line in between your sentences. Just line breaking
will not produce a new paragraph.

LaTeX requires a blank in between; then it works as it is supposed
to.

Note that leaving extra space in your lines will not affect the output
- LaTeX treats all blank space as the same, unless there’s an entire
blank line.

Some incidentals: if you want longer dashes, LaTeX will combine
individual dashes you type. One gives a hyphen - two give an en-
dash – and three give an em-dash —. Quotation marks need a little
adjustment. If I simply use the double-quote key, ”hello, world!”, you
can see the front quotation mark is backwards. I need to use the single
back-quote twice to get it right: “hello, world!” It is common to use
two single quotes for the end, but the double quote key will do the end
correctly. One more incidental: if you want to put an abbreviation in
the middle of a sentence, it might mess up the spacing. If I simply put
c.e. in the open, there is extra space in the sentence because LaTeX
automatically puts an extra space after a period. If I write c.e., with
a comma, there’s no problem. Without the comma I need a backslash
after the period to get c.e. to typeset with proper spaces.

Certain symbols are reserved for technical use. These include amper-
sand, percent, dollar sign, backslash, and open and close curly braces.
To get these to appear in text, for the first three and last two just pre-
cede them with a backslash: &, %, $, {, }. If I type two backslashes,
that causes a line break
so I have a different command for that: \ The dollar signs indicate
I’ve entered “math mode”, which is also necessary to get less-than or
greater-than signs. For some reason, Donald Knuth decided the less-
than and greater-than keys should give Spanish punctuation ¡, ¿, so to
get them to show up as they are on the keyboard we put them in math
mode: <, >.

More on math mode momentarily. For now, a few more environments
that start with “begin” and end with “end”. To get a numbered list,
use “enumerate”:

(1) Item one.
(2) Item two.

(a) Nested item 1.
(b) Nested item 2.

(3) Item three.

For a bullet-point style list, use “itemize”.
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• Item one.
• Item two.

– Nested item 1.
– Nested item 2.

• Item three.

Centering text is also a begin...end environment.

Italicized text is enclosed in curly braces and preceded by backslash-
‘emph’. Bold text is made similarly but with ‘textbf’ in place
of ‘emph’.

Back to math mode. To get Greek letters, precede the name of the
letter by a backslash, inside math mode: α, β, γ, δ; Γ,∆ (there are no
Alpha or Beta commands because they are just A and B - note putting
ordinary letters into math mode italicizes them). Ones especially rel-
evant to computability include Σ,Π, ϕ, ψ, θ, σ, τ, χ. I use ϕ instead of
φ, but this is a stylistic choice.

To get subscripts and superscripts, use carat and underscore, always
inside math mode. These will take just the next character or com-
mand you write as the subscript or superscript, so if you want to put
more than one character in, enclose them in curly brackets: ϕe,s, ϕ

A
e (e).

These may also be nested: XAs

B2
4
.

Some other symbols you might find useful: ⊂,⊆,≤,≥, ↑, ↓,∞, ∅,→
,⇒,←,⇐,∈, /∈,∪,∩, 6=, �,∀,∃,¬,∨,∧, . . .. To get the “blackboard bold”
letters, use a command called ‘mathbb’: N,R,Q. To get cursive-type
letters, use ‘mathcal’ (math calligraphic): A,B, C. To get the line on
top of the set name that indicates complement, use ‘overline’: A.


